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Abstract
Cardiovascular diseases, especially those affect the heart, are main causes of the mortality of humans.
Genetic variations play a crucial role in the pathogenesis of cardiac diseases, although acquired factors
such as lifestyle habits and environmental factors are also involved. CRISPR/Cas9 system is a novel
genome-editing tool which is more efficient and cost-effective than other gene-editing technologies. In
recent years, this technology has been adopted in cardiac research such as generation of disease
models, identification of novel disease-causing genes and exploration of gene therapies. There still
remain obstacles in further application of CRISPR/Cas9 system, like the potential risk of off-target
effect and ethical issues. In this review, we summarized the progress and prospect of the application of
CRISPR/Cas9 system in experimental and preclinical studies of cardiac diseases.
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Introduction
Cardiovascular disease are the leading causes of mortality for
patients across the world. According to data from WHO,
approximately 17.5 million people died from per year, which is
responsible for almost 35% overall deaths worldwide [1]. In
America, treatment for costs more than 273 billion dollars each
year; however, the incidence of is still rising [2]. Exploration of
the pathogenic mechanisms and novel treatments of by
scientists have never been stopped. It has been established that
genetic susceptibility is one of the most important factors in the
pathogenesis of in particular cardiac diseases. Apart from those
genes with well-known functions in cardiac system,
identification of new genes related to cardiac diseases may
offer novel therapeutic method and hence improve the
prognosis [3-5].
Gene-editing technology is a promising method to investigate
mechanisms of diseases. By utilizing this technology,
researchers can introduce or remove mutations in specific sites
of the genome to make disease models or avoid the occurrence
of diseases. Since 1996, zinc-finger nucleases (ZFNs) and
transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs)
emerged separately and served as the first and second
generation of gene-editing technology, respectively. However,
the high cost, low efficiency and limited accessibility have
hindered their applications [6]. In 2013, CRISPR/Cas9 system
emerged as the third generation of gene-editing technology and
has been rapidly adopted by scientists for its advantages such
as high efficiency and cost-effectiveness [7]. By far, this novel
technology has been applied in several fields such as
agriculture, drug discovery as well as medical research [8, 9].
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In this review, we retrospect the discovery and characteristics
of the CRISPR/Cas9 system, and summarize the progress in the
application of CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing technology in
cardiac research.

The discovery and characteristics of CRISPR/
Cas9 system
CRISPR/Cas system is the adaptive immune system of bacteria
and archaea which offers resistance to invaders such as viruses
[10]. More than half of bacteria and 90% of archaea possess
this system [11]. The immune mechanism relies on the
guidance of RNAs transcribed from sequences named CRISPR
that contains special information of invading pathogens and the
participation of CRISPR-associated (cas) proteins to generate
site-specific DNA cleavage in targeted cells [12].
CRISPR means the clustered regularly interspersed short
palindromic repeats, which was initially reported in 1987 by a
group of Japanese scientists when they were searching for the
nucleotide sequence of isozyme-converting alkaline
phosphatase (iap) gene in Escherichia coli [13]. For lacking
detailed information about the biological significance of these
sequences at that time, scientists denominated this sequence in
different ways, which resulted in a complexing nomenclature.
Till 2002, there eventually came into an agreement that
utilizing CRISPR as the unified acronym [14].
Subsequently, closed to the CRISRP array, researchers
identified the cas genes which encoded CRISPR-associated
proteins, each protein possesses their own function, for
example, the Cas1 protein is used for spacer integration and the
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Cas3 protein plays a role of helicase [15]. Among all of these
CRISPR-associated proteins, the Cas9 protein of type II
CRISPR/Cas system from Streptococcus pyogene is the most
commonly used nuclease for its function of introducing
double-strain breaks (DSBs) at the targeted genomic locus. The
cleavage by Cas9 protein is based on the RuvC and HNH
endonuclease, and the rejoining of resultant DNA ends can be
performed by error-prone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ)
or high-fidelity homology directed repair (HDR) (Figure 1)
[16].

Figure 1: Principles of CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing technology.
Cas9 cleaves the double-strand DNA at the target site recognized by
the sgRNA. Mutations are introduced into the target site either by
non-homologous end joining or homology-directed repair with a
donor template (single- or double-strand DNA).

In the subsequent studies, the Cas9 protein was guided to
cleave specific site of targeted DNA by designed RNA
sequence called single guide RNA (sgRNA). Compared with
other genome-editing technologies such as ZFNs and TALENs,
CRISPR/Cas9
genome-editing
technology
possesses
advantages such as highly-efficient, simplicity, and much lower
cost. Although ZFNs and TALENs also enable precise genetic
modifications by inducing double-strand DNA breaks (DSBs)
at targeted loci in the genome, the molecular mechanisms are
different from Cas9. ZFNs or TALENs target site-specific
DNA sequences through protein-DNA interactions. The
designing and synthesis of proteins with varying DNA binding
specificities are difficult for beginners, costly and timeconsuming, whereas the RNA guides of Cas9 can be designed
easily and synthesized conveniently.
Nowadays, CRISPR/Cas9 system has been widely applied in
pathogenic studies as well as therapies of several diseases such
as tumor, Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD), viralinfection diseases [17]. The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been
successfully used in various species such as zebrafish, rats,
mice, xenopus, drosophila, worms, dogs, cynomolgus
monkeys, pigs, sheep, killifish and salamander [18]. There has
never been such a powerful tool for genome-editing in such a
wide range of animals.

Applications of CRISPR/Cas9 in cardiac
research
The pathogenesis of cardiac diseases is related to genetic
variations. For adult patients who exposed to various factors in
the environment, it is hard to assess the accurate role of
specific gene mutations in the pathogenesis of cardiac diseases.
Nowadays, with the CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing
Curr Trend Cardiol 2021 Volume 5 Issue 1

technology,researchers can easily operate highly-efficient
generation of loss-of-function alleles in animals or cells to
identify candidate genes for cardiac diseases (Figure 2) [19].

Figure 2: Species, cells and tissues used in cardiac research with
CRISPR/Cas9-based genome editing. Genetic modification of
zebrafish and mouse is generally conducted at the embryonic stage to
generate models for heart development or congenital cardiac
diseases. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) from human are
often used to study the differentiation of cardiomyocytes, or make
arrhythmic cell models for drug testing in vitro. Gene editing in
cardiomyocytes of adult mice can be achieved by AAV-mediated
delivery of Cas9 and sgRNA.

Identification of disease-causing genes
Cardiac diseases involve congenital heart diseases such as
Fallot's tetralogy and acquired heart diseases like coronary
heart disease. As a low-cost and highly-efficient platform,
CRISPR/Cas9 system can be widely used in investigating the
genetic regulating mechanisms in cardio-genesis especially
seeking for disease-causing genes in congenital heart defects.
Cyanotic congenital heart disease, which involves a series of
positional heart defects such as dextrocardia with atrial situs
inversus, complete atrioventricular canal defect and pulmonary
atresia, is the most common disease in birth defects.Zebrafish
is one of the most widely used animal models to study heart
development. Its transparent embryo allows direct observation
of the larval heart and easy assessment of cardiac parameters.
In 2015, researchers conducted mmp21 knock-out in zebrafish
via CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing technology. Heart-looping
defects were observed in these animals, which validated the
hypothesis that mmp21 is crucial for the normal development
of cardiac structure [20, 21]. In this study, researchers were
able to observe the developmental process of the mutant
zebrafish heart in real time, and the heart looping defects were
detected between 1.5 and 2 hours post fertilization. In the same
year, similar practice was operated to target the Dab2 locus in
zebrafish embryo to study the function of Dab2 in
cardiomyocyte proliferation and differentiation [19].
Furthermore, since the targeting of CRISPR/Cas9 is not to only
one single site, researchers successfully performed gene
cleavages simultaneously in s1pr2 and spns2, which encode the
receptor and transporter of sphingosine-1-phosphate (S1P),
respectively. Since both genes are critical for cardiac
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development, combined cardiac phenotypes were observed in
those genetically modified embryos as expected [22-24].
Besides the cyanotic congenital heart disease valvular heart
disease is another cardiac disease related to dysplasia of
cardiac structure [25]. In America, more than 200,000 people
are affected by VHD per year. In view of the etiology of this
disease, it has been thought in the past that valvular heart
disease is mainly caused by rheumatic fever or ageing of the
population. Recently, with CRISPR/Cas9 gene-editing system,
researchers discovered the association between valvular heart
disease and specific genes. For bicuspid aortic valve (BAV),
the most common structural heart disease, medicine therapy
can only relieve the symptom and unable to improve the
prognosis or outcome of this disease [26]. In 2017, researchers
disrupted the expression of GATA4 in induced pluripotent stem
cells (iPSCs)-derived myocardial cells by CRISPR/Cas9 gene
editing, which obviously obstructed the transition of
endothelial cells into normal mesenchymal cells, the crucial
step of heart valve development [27].
iPSCs can also be used in the diagnosis of potential
arrhythmia. Long QT syndrome (LQTS) is an inherited
arrhythmia. Patients who accept the electrocardiogram are
characterized by extended QT interphase. Mutations of various
genes disrupt the normal activity of ion channels in patients,
resulting in the prolongation of action potential in myocardial
cells [28]. Traditional examinations such as electrocardiogram
cannot diagnose LQTS timely. Nowadays, genetic testing is the
most accurate technique for the diagnosis and prediction of
LQTS and over 15 subsets of this disease have been genetically
defined. However, the diagnosis becomes difficult when facing
variants with uncertain significance (VUS). In 2018,
researchers utilized CRISPR/Cas9 systems to introduce the
mutation T983I into the hERG channel encoding gene KCNH2
in myocardial cells differentiated from iPSCs. The actionpotential duration (APD) of myocardial cells which accepted
gene-editing was prolonged and the density of hERG K+
current decreased, which explained the mechanism that LQTS
onsets. By this way researchers validated that this mutation
possessed the potential to cause LQTS [29].
Coronary heart disease is another common cardiac disease,
with over 500,000 people affected per year in America, and
accounts for more than 60% of total cardiac deaths [30]. The
onset of coronary heart disease presents a tendency to familial
aggregation, and researchers have identified a large number of
loci related to coronary heart disease via genome-wide
association studies (GWAS). CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing helps
the further identification of candidate genes in these loci. For
example, in 2019 researchers utilized CRISPR/Cas9 to
generate a deletion of TNF-α sensitive regulatory factor and
validated the role AIDA plays in promotion of atherosclerosis
[31].

Gene therapy for cardiac diseases
The rapid progression of CRISPR/Cas9 systems provided the
potential opportunity for genetic therapy such as correction of
the mutant genes or interfering with the expression of disease-
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causing genes. Targets of gene therapy for cardiac diseases are
not restricted to cardiomyocytes, but also embryos, endothelial
cells and smooth muscle cells which are involved in the
development of cardiac system.
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy (HCM) is one of the most
common causes of sudden cardiac death. It can be caused and
inherited by the mutation of MYBPC3 [32]. In 2017,
researchers conducted the correction of the mutation in
MYBPC3 by CRISPR/Cas9 in human embryos [33]. Embryos
were derived from the combination of sperms from males
carrying mutated MYBPC3 and ova donated by healthy
women. Double-strand breaks (DSBs) were created by
CRISPR/Cas9 and the homology directed repair (HDR) was
based on the homologous maternal genes. Though mutant
genes were predominantly repaired and barely off-target effects
were detected, this attempt is currently in the laboratory stage
and there are still several uncertainties in editing embryos.
In addition to genetic modification on embryonic level,
researchers have explored gene editing in mature
cardiomyocytes to change progression of cardiac diseases.
Genetic mutations are responsible for a large proportion of
arrhythmia. Traditional therapies like anti-arrhythmic drugs or
electrophysiological therapy cannot prevent the sudden
occurrence of arrhythmia. Now the CRISPR/Cas9 system has
been attempted to treat arrhythmia in experimental animals in
vivo. The Protein Kinase AMP-Activated Non-Catalytic
Subunit Gamma 2 (PRKAG2) cardiac syndrome is an
autosomal dominant disease, and H530R in PRKAG2 has been
defined the key mutation for the pathogenesis of disease.
PRKAG2 cardiac syndrome can progress to ventricular
fibrillation, a fatal arrhythmia [34]. In 2016, by injection of
CRISPR/Cas9 combined with adeno-associated virus (AAV)mediated delivery system into mice bearing the H530R
PRKAG2 knock-in mutation, researchers successfully
corrected the mutation and restored the heart function. This
maybe a potential replacement of the traditional therapy, for
example, heart transplantation, which is expensive and full of
risks in operation [35]. It is worth noting that this genetic
rescue was conducted in postnatal mice rather than embryos,
which is less technically challenging. As for gene delivery,
AAV is the most promising vector in cardiac research, because
it possesses the ability of continuing expression in cardiac
tissues but causes less inflammatory reactions contrast to
adenovirus vector. Nowadays researchers have identified
hundreds of serotypes of AAV, among which AAV9 is the most
effective carrier to infect cardiomyocytes.
Compared to direct gene editing in cardiomyocytes by
CRISPR/Cas9 system, some other cells related to the onset of
cardiac diseases such as endothelial cells or smooth muscle
cells can also be the candidate targets of genetic therapy. For
example, coronary heart disease is one type of metabolic
related diseases. Hyperlipidemia is considered the most
dangerous risk factor for coronary heart disease [36].
Researchers cannot regenerate necrotic cardiomyocytes;
however, the onset of coronary heart disease can be prevented
by using gene-editing techniques to reduce lipoprotein levels.
Proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin type 9 (PCSK9) can
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inhibit the absorption of low-density lipoprotein cholesterol
and is a key metabolic regulator in the liver. In 2014,
researchers introduced loss-of-function mutation of PCSK9
into the hepatocytes of mice by injection of adenoviral
CRISPR/Cas9 vectors, which resulted in reduction of blood
cholesterol level for approximately 30% with no off-target
effect detected [37]. This approach of disrupting PCSK9 by
non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) has been proved in
mammals such as mice and monkeys.38 The efficiency of gene
editing by CRISPR/Cas9 was as high as 50%, which is
promising for further applications. Another group of scientists
proposed a novel delivery system based on lipid-like
nanoparticles (LLNs) to transduce CRISPR/Cas9 system into
hepatocytes [39]. This new tool alleviated the immunogenicity
of AAV; however, the level of Pcsk9 protein varies
substantially in different gene-edited mice, which indicates that
the reliability of this newly vehicle needs to be improved.
Lowering cholesterol can also be achieved by suppression of
angiopoietin-like 3 (ANGPLT3) gene, which encodes the
lipoprotein lipase inhibitor to raise blood cholesterol levels.
Chadwick and his colleagues introduced loss-of-function
mutation of Angptl3 by injection of adenoviral vectoredCRISPR/Cas9 system into 5-week-old mice, which resulted in
a much lower cholesterol level compared to that of Pcsk9targeted mice [40].

vectors (LDLVs), which is much more effective than in silico
prediction or in vitro selections [47, 48]. Huang and Skarnes’s
groups improved the CRISPR/Cas9 system by using doublenicking strategy, in which paired sgRNAs were designed and
the PAM was oriented in a tail-to-tail configuration [49]. The
team led by Feng Zhang discovered new Cas9 protein in
Staphylococcus aureus instead of Pyogenic coccus, which is
able to enhance the specificity to target locus [50]. Most
recently, a new method named “prime editing” was developed
by David Liu’s group. This method combined an engineered
Cas9 and a reverse transcriptase as a fusion protein, and used a
prime editing guide RNA containing the sgRNA and an RNA
template for reverse transcription on target site [51]. Cas9 and
sgRNA enable the precise cleavage of a single strand, and the
reverse transcriptase introduces mutations into this strand
according to the sequence of the RNA template (Figure 3).

The future of CRISPR/Cas9 genome editing in
cardiac research
The development of CRISPR/Cas9 genome-editing technology
has accelerated the cardiac research [41]. Cardiac tissue
engineering is a promising field for the use of CRISPR/Cas9 in
transplantation. Nowadays, xenotransplantation based on
animal organs (particularly those of pigs due to the similar size
as human’ s) has been considered the solution of releasing
shortages of human organs (most of the donated organs at
present were obtained from the dying patients). However, the
risk of porcine endogenous retrovirus (PERV) in pigs hindered
the further clinical application of porcine organs for its
potential risk of immune rejection after transplantation [42]. In
2017, Luhan Yang with her colleagues achieved whole-genome
PERV-inactivation in pigs by utilization of CRISPR/Cas9
system, which prevented the viral transmission and reduced the
safety concern of porcine organs for xenotransplantation [43].
We can expect that the risks of xenotransplantation with
porcine organs will be greatly reduced with the CRISPR/Cas9
gene editing technology and more preclinical trials will be
conducted in monkeys in the near future.
Currently, controversies over genome-editing technology
mainly exist in the following aspects.Off-target effect is one of
the major technical problems, which means that the designed
sgRNA mismatched with the non-targeted DNA sequences and
then introduce unanticipated gene mutations [44, 45]. This
phenomenon can induce instabilities of genomes and
disrupting normal gene functions [46]. Researchers have tried
several methods to deal with this problem, for example,
Banasik and his colleagues achieved accurate detection of offtarget cleavage by utilizing integrase-defective lentiviral
Curr Trend Cardiol 2021 Volume 5 Issue 1

Figure 3: Molecular mechanism of the most recently developed
“ prime editing ” method. This system includes a fusion protein
consisting of a single-strand nicking Cas9 and an engineered reverse
transcriptase, and an extended sgRNA with additional RNA template
for reverse transcription. Mutations are introduced into the cleaved
DNA strand by the reverse transcriptase and the complementary
strand by further cleavage and DNA repair.

The sequence of the complementary strand is then modified by
further DNA cleavage and repair. This method can be used to
correct theoretically ~89% of disease-causing mutations in
humans with higher efficiency and much lower off-target effect
compared to the conventional homology-directed repair.
Further improvement of this method or development of novel
and safer genome-editing tools may bring Cas9-based
technologies closer to clinical use in the future.
The ethic of gene editing technology is another focus of
attention, especially after the controversial genetic
modification in human embryos and the birth of CCR5-edited
babies in 2018. Gene editing in germ cells and somatic cells is
quite different. Genes and mutations in germ cells could be
passed on to the next generation, which is undoubtedly full of
risks. Hence there still exists a long way for the clinical
application of gene-editing technology in human beings. Laws
and regulations are urgently required to strictly control the use
of genome-editing technologies in any unethical ways.
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